disability in the elderly by Dr Adams and Dr L J Hurwitz; the author admits deficiencies in some neurological aspects due to the untimely death of Dr Hurwitz. However, two chapters are based on previously published papers by Dr Hurwitz; these are on the management of the acute stroke, giving a reminder that nobody knows how to deal with this situation except for general measures, and on aphasia. The author's long experience in geriatrics is reflected in those sections dealing with the assessment and management of elderly patients. Unfortunately he is on less sure ground when dealing with etiological, pathological and hivmodynamic aspects. There have been considerable advances in the understanding of pathophysiological mechanisms in cerebrovascular disease over the last decade which are not adequately reflected in this book: for example, few neurologists would consider spasm an important cause of transient ischaemic attacks; similar disagreement might occur over the concept of arteriosclerotic parkinsonism and the author's views on the effects of variations in blood pressure. The fact that we are unable to offer these patients any really effective treatment does not detract from the necessity to manage patients with cerebrovascular disease correctly and this book outlines some useful basic concepts.
M D O'BRIEN An Atlas ofNormal Roentgen Variants that may Simulate Disease by Theodore M Keats MD pp xiv+351 illustrated £19.25
London: Lloyd-Luke 1974 A basic responsibility of a radiologist must surely be the ability to recognize a normal variant. However, it is generally agreed that this may require years of experience and the younger radiologist is especially liable to be deceived into suspecting pathology where none exists. The subject of normal variants has formerly received relatively limited coverage in radiological textbooks, excepting one or two notable works in specialized fields. This book, the product of many years of carefully appraised experience, must therefore make a most welcome addition to the radiological literature. Numerous, well reproduced examples of X-ray films are arranged on an anatorrical basis, twothirds of the book being devoted to the bones and the skull but with sections on the soft tissues of the neck, thorax and abdomen including barium studies, cholecystography and the urinary tract.
The book caters for the general radiologist and excludes specialized techniques in neuroradiology and vascular radiology. The atlas torm succeeds in including the maximum information within the minimum space in an easily assimilated form. There is no index and, although the anatomical arrangement makes reference usually straightforward, it can take time to establish that a particular point is not covered.
The price, is considerable, although hardly surprising, considering the range of material included. The book would be most valuable in a teaching department and would unquestionably benefit any young radiologist with a desire to acquaint himself rapidly with many of the normal variants which may test his diagnostic acumen. c C PENNEY A Colour Atlas of Rheumatology by A C Boyle MD FRCP pp 128 illustrated £3.50 London: Wolfe Medical Books 1974
The effectiveness of the visual stimulus compared with the spoken or written word as a means of transmitting information has been hotly debated, but there are many who firmly believe that a page of illustration is worth a chapter of text and saves much valuable time. For these people this collection of well chosen clinical photographs, X-rays and photomicrographs will provide a welcome introduction to rheumatology. The major problem of a book of this nature remains how to convey the basic facts about a disease to the reader in a sentence or two without producing a large number of half-truths and frankly misleading statements. Although Dr Boyle has not completely solved this problem, a surprising amount of information is made available which presents as satisfactory a picture of the rheumatic diseases as could be expected in this type of publication. At its price this little book seems good value. Probably the biggest single advance in the management of patients with epilepsy in recent years has been the development of accurate methods of measuring blood levels of anticonvulsant drugs. This timely publication concentrates on this aspect of the treatment of epilepsy. The book is divided into three sections: first an introduction on basic principles; secondly, and comprising most of the book, a section con-
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